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Hope’s Sehani powers have finally grown strong enough to risk returning to Earth. Gods willing, she’ll find a way to rid her
daughter of the soul-eater that possesses her, and convince Romana to return with her to Dayamaria. Romana is captivated by
the prospect of becoming a powerful Sehan like her mother. But her dreams are shattered when everything she’d hoped for is
bestowed upon someone who couldn’t care less about wielding Sehani magic. Romana craves power with every fiber of her
being… and when she finds a way to take what she wants the cost is devastating for gods and humankind alike. Paranormal
romance; 106,000 words The Seer Trilogy: Seer's Hope (Book 1) Seer's Promise (Book 2) Seer's Choice (Book 3) The Seer
Trilogy Bundle (Books 1-3)
In anguish, Gus Antonelli cries out in the night, For years, Ive lived close to my brothers house, eaten at his table, played with his
children, coveted his wife. Such is the agony of Gus who sacrifices his love for Jenny for the sake of his identical twin Tony. It all
began when Jenny and her dear friend Sara shared a table in a crowded restaurant in Philadelphia with two handsome, charming
young men visiting from New York where they were preparing to open an upscale restaurant. They offered Jenny a job. Observing
the twins, Sara later asks, I wonder what happens when twins fall in love with the same girl? Jennys heart is broken when her
father dies, and soon afterwards, Sara commits suicide. She collapses and is taken by Jonathan Holbrook, whom she met at her
fathers funeral, to his psychiatric hospital for a few days. Returning home, she is haunted by the loss of the two people she loved,
so she accepts the job offer and flees to New York. Maria, the twins mother, invites Jenny to stay with them in a condominium high
above Central Park. The kind, good-natured Antonellis become her family. Tony glows with love for Jenny, and she feels the same
way about him. However, in one unguarded moment, she sees Gus gazing at her like Tony does. Unable to marry one and hurt
the other, she returns home to complete her final year at Drexel University and earn her degree in fashion design. Desperately
poor, Jenny sells her little house and rents a cheap apartment in center city Philadelphia where shes near the university and can
work evenings in a department store. Jonathan finds her and lavishes her with expensive gifts. One year later, lonely and weary of
her struggle, she allows him to trick her into marriage. He promises to help her to jump-start her career, a promise he immediately
breaks, demanding they have a family first because of his age. Jonathans mother, elegant Millicent Holbrook, admires Jennys
beauty and talent. She gives the couple a lovely Christmas wedding. She also encourages Jennys ambition and helps her open a
boutique She introduces Jenny to Gary Durant, owner of a clothing factory in New York. He hires Jenny to design dresses for him,
also prevails on her to model for him from time to time. Her talent saves his ailing business. Gary also introduces Jenny to wealthy
businessmen who soon have her designing gowns for their wives and wedding gowns for their daughters. Jenny gives Jonathan a
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son they nickname LJ, meaning little Jon. Jonathans temper frightens his already nervous child. Jonathan becomes jealous of
Jennys success as a designer and is perhaps jealous of the interest shown her by his mother, his brother Robert and two sisters,
Jill and Myra. Jonathan spends most of his time at his hospital. Following the deaths of both his father and mother, he becomes an
alcoholic and suffers a complete breakdown, during which time Jenny nurses him back to health. A fire at his hospital, in addition
to his reckless spending, plunge Jonathan into debt and into the arms of a socialite who bails him out of trouble. By now, Jenny is
quite wealthy, but he refuses her help. After accidentally seeing him kissing the socialite, Jenny has a violent fight with the woman,
after which Jonathan strikes Jenny. She orders him out of the house he had built for her. When she seeks medical help for her
bruised face, she learns shes pregnant but doesnt reveal this to Jonathan until they meet much later at Disney World when he is
furious and threatens taking custody of the child. After her divorce, Tony comes to Philadelphia to help Jenny manage her
businesses which now includes a lingerie factory she inherited from a friend. They move the factory to the suburbs, not far from
her boutique thats located in a little Victorian house. Gus is aware that Jenny knows how he feels about her and is certain shell
never
It begins with a door in a dusky corner of a basement in a rambling Victorian house in northern New Hampshire. A door that
someone has sealed it shut with thirty-nine enormous carriage bolts. The home's new owners are Chip and Emily Linton and their
twin daughters. Chip was an an airline pilot until he was forced to crash land on a remote lake the jet he was flying after double
engine failure. Thirty-nine people aboard Flight 1611 died that day - a coincidence not lost on Chip when he discovers the number
of bolts in that basement door . . . Meanwhile, his wife is increasingly troubled about the women in this sparsely populated village,
self-proclaimed 'herbalists'. Why do they seem excessively interested in her young daughters. Emily is terrified, too, that her
husband's grip on sanity seems to have become increasingly tenuous, in the wake of the devastating plane accident.
Home was the most dangerous territory of all for this marine ...
Stand-alone Crossroads romance, complete with HEA—and plenty of heat and heart along the way! Independent, talented, and
beautiful–inside and out–Haley Sloan knew exactly what she wanted out of life. With her designer lingerie business booming, her
career was moving forward, but her heart stayed in the same place it had for four years...hopelessly in love with the single father
across the street. Former wild boy turned responsible adoring father, Eddie Thomas always made sure that the needs of his little
girl Emily were his top priority. Being a single father meant sacrificing his wants and needs for that of his little girl and that meant
sacrificing his want and need for Haley...no matter how tempting. Will the oldest of the Sloan girls finally be able to break through
to the heart of the man who has had hers prisoner for years? Will this single father finally realize that accepting his love for Haley
may be just what his little girl needs to get the family they both deserve? One choice. Three lives. All tempting.

Professor Gideon Beaufort tried Deborah's good nature severely. He scorned her future as a trained nanny, spending her
life caring for other people's children. But was his proposal any more enticing? All he wanted was a substitute mother for
his young daughter and nothing more—apparently he'd forgotten how to love! Perhaps the exotic skies of Portugal's
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Algarve and a nanny with stars in her eyes could help the cynical widower remember….
Connor Reilly had laughed at his brother for being the first triplet to lose the "no sex for ninety days" bet. Though there
were two long, tempting months ahead for him, Connor was determined to go the distance. Because not only was he a
marine; he was a Reilly.… For two years, Connor had been coming to Emma Jacobsen's shop, and she'd listened to him
talk about this woman and that one. She'd thought their friendship was special. Until he admitted how "safe" and
"comfortable" he felt around her. Well, war declared! She was going to show her "pal" just how much of a threat she
could be to his winning the bet! The Reilly triplets bet they could go ninety days without sex. Hmmm…
A Daddy For Devin by Jennifer Mikels released on Nov 24, 1997 is available now for purchase.
Three full-length fantasies with romantic elements by Maree Anderson. The Seer Trilogy Bundle is approximately
316,000 words and contains: Seer's Hope (Book One, Hope's story), Seer's Promise (Book Two, Romana's story), Seer's
Choice (Book Three, Ryley's story). SEER'S HOPE (Book One of The Seer Trilogy): Hope is snatched from her home
and transported to a primitive world of magic and capricious gods. The Dayamari people believe she’s a Seer and their
only hope of salvation, but she’s blind—she can’t see anything at all, let alone the future. She must accept her destiny
and learn to wield the awe-inspiring powers the gods have bestowed upon her. And if she’s to save those she loves from
the horrifying evil that lurks in the darkness, failure is not an option. SEER'S PROMISE (Book Two of The Seer Trilogy):
Hope’s Sehani powers have finally grown strong enough to risk returning to Earth. Gods willing, she’ll find a way to rid
her daughter of the soul-eater that possesses her, and convince Romana to return with her to Dayamaria. Romana is
captivated by the prospect of becoming a powerful Sehan like her mother. But her dreams are shattered when everything
she’d hoped for is bestowed upon someone who couldn’t care less about wielding Sehani magic. Romana craves power
with every fiber of her being… and when she finds a way to take what she wants the cost is devastating for gods and
humankind alike. SEER'S CHOICE (Book Three of The Seer Trilogy): Ryley has traveled across worlds and discovered
his soul mate living in the Earth town of Seaview… his mother’s hometown. Watching Rowan from afar is one thing, but
actively interfering in her destiny? That’s against “the rules” in so many ways—especially when your mother is the most
powerful Sehan in Dayamaria, and your grandmother happens to be a goddess. If anyone discovers where he’s been
disappearing to—and why—there’ll be big trouble. But he can’t give Rowan up, especially now her strange powers have
spun dangerously out of control. And when Dayamaria is threatened by a deadly predator immune to magic, Ryley must
choose between the woman he loves and the people he left behind.
A group of "enlightened" people gather in a small mid-western town to discuss the coming cataclysm: the capsizing of the
earth and the end of life on earth as we presently know it, including specific instructions and training in survival tactics for
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such a dire event for those that do survive, and suggestions of how life might continue on the "new" earth.
Justin Singer is a dock worker in a small California town, recently married and living the dream. Life is good until he
arrives home one night to find his bride dead. Jailed for her murder, his world crumbles. Released into the custody of
agents from both Scotland Yard and Interpol, he learns his wife was not who she claimed to be. Refusing to believe the
love of his life was a cold-blooded assassin, Justin immerses himself into the dark and deadly world of killers known as
the Regatta. His w
The Texas Ranger And The Tempting Twin by Pamela Ingrahm released on Jul 24, 1998 is available now for purchase.
Being a chameleon demoness already made things tricky, but did it need to be this difficult? All Dahlia wanted was her freedom, but first, she
needed to buy out of her promised bonding, a promise that was made for her before she was even born. Almost a century of trying had taken
its toll, and she’d done things she wasn’t proud of. Lost parts of herself along the way and flirted with the darkness inside her. And it flirted
back. She told herself it would all be worth it in the end, but before she won that battle, everything in her life systematically blew up in her
face—one piece at a time. Blaming it all on the beautiful, egotistical vampire who showed up in her life would be easy, but it started long
before he arrived. With his help, she might succeed, but Dahlia wasn’t sure she could trust an outsider—not even one sent by Lucifer himself.
Dahlia was standing on the brink of having everything she’d ever dreamed of, but she also risked losing it all. Was her freedom really worth
the cost?
This novel for older children and teenagers highlights the panic the British nation felt in spring 1940, when Hitler's army poised for invasion
only a few miles away in Calais, the RAF is stretched to the limit, and cities are bombed and burned to the ground. As the plight of children
evacuated from Germany is at stake, and desperate refugees are fleeing tyranny, read of the hope and adventure of two teenage boys, one a
displaced American and the other a happy-go-lucky Yorkshire lad. Based on true stories and personal accounts, this research project
supported by Arts Council England finally tells the story of one of Britain's wartime secrets. When top U.S. scientist Carl Becker moves his
family to Britain in May 1940 to work on the new RADAR system, all their lives change forever. While Carl is visiting the Ministry of War,
police call at his mother's house to arrest her, his wife, his ten-year-old daughter, and twelve-year-old son, Jacob, sending them to camps on
the Isle of Man. All because Carl's mum was born in Germany. As Carl struggles to find them, Jacob is split from the family because he looks
older. Jacob is transported with a Yorkshire boy, whose father is German, to a brutal men's internment camp on the island, where Jacob's
War starts. Jacob is imprisoned with violent Nazi supporters, witnesses terrible things, and is shipped to Canada on a vessel that is
torpedoed. He is shipwrecked and rescued by the U.S. Navy. While the British seem unconcerned, in America, his story goes all the way to
President Roosevelt!
Fulfilling Love exposes the lies of the sexual world around us. As a Christian woman is led down the destructive path of sexual sin, valuable
lessons are learned dealing with the true meaning of sex, which was created by God. The deception of the enemy began in a marriage bed
and destroyed a home. A real woman becomes trapped in real sin and is saved by the real God. The world is shouting sex, and the Lord is
calling the Church to boldly speak out and address this reality. I was stunned by this book! Raised in a protected environment and unaware,
this book shook me to my core! I think all women who are trapped in sexual sin and desperately want a way out should read this book. Stacey
Lynn makes the reader realize that it is not hopeless and there is victory over this evil. This was an eye-opener for me. Women of all ages
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and backgrounds will love this book! –Sheila Stokes After reading Stacey Lynn’s testimony of truth I felt compelled to share it with my small
group of high school girls. Thank you Stacey Lynn for speaking boldly and sharing your life so young Christian girls have the truth to fight the
deception of the enemy. –Tina Reeder, High School Teacher, Calvary Christian Academy Stacey Lynn’s amazing willingness to just “tell it
like it is”, allowed me to just be honest with my own failings, fears, sins, and worries of a sexual nature. Her strength and encouragement
throughout the book, gave me the courage to take my sins before the Lord and receive God’s forgiveness on a real and personal level.
Stacey Lynn put a voice to the countless millions of women who secretly suffer from sexual sin and have no way to discuss deliverance.
There is true deliverance in our sweet Jesus! –Karyn Ellebracht
When her nephew announces he's going to find his father, Michelle Hamilton never dreams the man's actually going to show up at her door!
Only a paternity test will determine whether Daniel McLean has a legitimate claim. But that dsoesn't stop the much-too-appealing potential
dad from throwing Michelle's well-ordered world into upheaval.
He sees her in a way she could never see herself. She has never felt more beautiful than when she was in his arms. Sager Reed, the strong
and silent bassist of the rock band Tempest, is well acquainted with loss. The thoughtful artist’s own tattoos only hint at his turbulent youth.
He buries his guilt about it deeply within his troubled heart. Melinda T. Belle, the daughter of a dysfunctional rock legend, as a rule avoids
emotional entanglement. In fact, she has turned her back on nearly everyone and everything she has ever known. Now she is alone, trying
desperately to find fulfillment in the one dream she has left, competitive skiing. Can Sager overcome his dark past and finally believe that he
is worthy of her love? Will Melinda realize too late that he is the one that really matters?

Fiction. Manoucher Parvin's fourth novel ALETHOPHOBIA circulates around Professor Pirooz, a native Iranian teaching on a calm
American campus. Pirooz is witness to many odd turns and unsavory findings within the university setting. Parvin, who is
described as a polymath, treats ALETHOPHOBIA as a project that he afforded himself after having taught at a number of
American educational institutions including Columbia, Fordham and Emory University. Previous novels by Parvin, such as CRY
FOR MY REVOLUTION, IRAN; and AVICENNA AND I have received acclaim for his social consciousness and sensitivity to
political concern.
A spin-off series from Kate Meader's bestselling Chicago Rebels hockey romances, the Rookie Rebels feature heroes who are
“rookies” but not in the way you think. No green, fresh-out-of-college man babies here! These are weathered guys who’ve had
their NHL careers put on hold for reasons such as military service, life-threatening injury, or unspeakable tragedy. Their second
acts and roads to redemption will be with everyone’s favorite hockey team, the Chicago Rebels! Book 1: Good Guy (Levi and
Jordan) He's a Special Forces veteran making his pro hockey debut. She's a dogged sports reporter determined to get a scoop.
She's also his best friend's widow . . . Book 2: Instacrush (Theo and Elle) Her hot hockey player neighbor is the most annoying
man on the planet ... and she does not have a crush on him (okay, it's tiny, minuscule, not even worth talking about). But one sexy
Santa visit, a plate of chicken parm, and a pair of dino-briefs later - don't ask - and they're celebrating the holidays horizontally.
And that mistake leads to another: the pregnant kind. Oops. Book 3: Man Down (Gunnar and Sadie) He's been texting the wife he
lost, the woman he loved beyond measure . . . Now someone else has answered back. Each book is completely standalone and
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features one primary couple, a guaranteed happily-ever-after, and no cliffhangers! Get started with the Rookie Rebels today.
A spin-off series from the bestselling Chicago Rebels hockey romances, the Rookie Rebels feature a new generation of heroes
ready to skate in and steal your heart. Some of them are rookies who’ve had their NHL careers put on hold for reasons such as
military service, life-threatening injury, or unspeakable tragedy. Some of them are just new to the team. All of them are rookies in
the game of love! Includes bonus content for all the Rookie Rebels couples. Book 1: Good Guy (Levi and Jordan) He's a Special
Forces veteran making his pro hockey debut. She's a dogged sports reporter determined to get a scoop. She's also his best
friend's widow . . . Book 2: Instacrush (Theo and Elle) Her hot hockey player neighbor is the most annoying man on the planet ...
and she does not have a crush on him (okay, it's tiny, minuscule, not even worth talking about). But one sexy Santa visit, a plate of
chicken parm, and a pair of dino-briefs later - don't ask - and they're celebrating the holidays horizontally. And that mistake leads
to another: the pregnant kind. Oops. Book 3: Man Down (Gunnar and Sadie) He's been texting the wife he lost, the woman he
loved beyond measure . . . Now someone else has answered back. Book 4: Foreplayer (Cal and Mia) She's got game everywhere
but the bedroom. Enter the player who knows exactly how to grade her curves . . . Book 5: Dear Roomie (Reid and Kennedy) Reid
Durand isn't here to make friends, and he's certainly not here to lose his heart to a puppy, a team, or a chaos agent like Kennedy.
But then we don't always get what we want ... Each book is completely standalone and features one primary couple, a guaranteed
happily-ever-after, and no cliffhangers! Get started with the Rookie Rebels today.
Duty-bound Bob McIntyre is happily married to Amy, the love of his life. He’s looking forward to bringing his well-established
career as a hospital human resources executive to a close while at the top of his game, as Amy enjoys the newfound freedom of
her own retirement. This simple plan is thrown into disarray when the responsibility for a highly complex merger of two
hospitals—and the potential threat of huge job losses—lands squarely on his shoulders. In contrast, his brilliant but irreverent
radiologist friend, Dr. Charlie Munroe, lives a life of privilege. Jet-setting on spur-of-the moment holidays, Charlie casually shrugs
off life’s stresses with a sarcastic quip and the charming grin of someone for whom everything comes easily. But when Charlie’s
seemingly effortless life with his spouse and family starts to crumble around him, just as Bob’s stresses weigh him down, their
friendship is put to the ultimate test. This romantic comedy about two middle-aged friends, facing unexpected challenges in their
personal and professional lives, looks at the universal balancing of our commitment to careers, friendships, and family, and
discovering where our priorities lie. Bob and Charlie's quirky, complex friendship is the perfect lens through which to examine life:
truly, the most spectacular narrative of all.
How did her instant motherhood make Vanessa's boss a different man? While caring for the twins she'd inherited, Vanessa Valdez
saw rancher Conall Donovan in a new light. Once a coldhearted businessman, he'd dropped everything to help her care for the
newborns. And he was suddenly looking at her with passion in his eyes.... Though she'd been half in love with him for years, he'd
always been out of her reach. Yet now he was a caring man whose touches thrilled her. Vanessa didn't know why the rugged
Conall suddenly wanted her and her new family. But having his arms around her was enough to make her sleepless nights
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worthwhile....
I’ve been texting the wife I lost, the woman I loved beyond measure . . . Now someone else has answered back. Gunnar Bond is
broken. Three years ago, he lived through the car crash that took his wife and twins away from him—though “lived” barely
describes his current state. Giving up professional hockey, going off grid, and drinking himself into oblivion are his coping
mechanisms. Another is texting his dead wife about his days without her. Therapeutic? Doubtful. Crazy? Definitely. But those
messages into the ether are virtually the only thing stopping him from spiraling to even darker places. Until someone texts back . . .
Sadie Yates is losing it. Suddenly guardian to a little sister she doesn’t know and a misbehaving hound she’d rather not know at
all, she’s had to upend her (sort of) glamorous life in LA and move back to Chicago. The nanny has quit, the money’s running out,
and her job is on the line. The last thing she needs is her sister’s hockey camp counselor, a judgmental Viking type, telling her she
sucks at this parenting lark. Thank the goddess for her sweet, sensitive, and—fingers crossed—sexy text buddy who always knows
the right thing to say. In the same city at last, they can finally see if their online chemistry is mirrored in real life. She just needs to
set up a meeting … A ruined man who claims to have used up all his love is surely a bad bet, but Sadie’s never been afraid of a
challenge … even one that might shatter her heart into a million pieces.
This book is about a writer, Faith Elizabeth Bryan. She meets a family that changes her life. She uses her articles to tell her readers about
Peace and Quiet and their teachings on how to love. Other characters in the book remind the reader that they are so loved by God that they
cannot do anything bad enough that they are barred from heaven. Faith Elizabeth has overcome a troubled childhood and she writes her
articles with an insight that reaches all ages.
When Phoenix Quinn finds his ex-girlfriend hiding in his boathouse, he’s confused. After all, she’d said she was done with him and, difficult
as it had been for him, he’d respected her wishes. Now that she’s back, can he convince her to stick around long enough to find out what
sent her running in the first place? When strange men show at Kaylee Kirkpatrick’s job asking questions about her, she knows it’s time to
disappear again. She wonders how much longer she can outrun her family’s secrets. Or is someone else targeting her this time?
New from Best-selling author Femdom Author Lance Edwards. Josh has a problem – more than one. His arranged marriage to Julia looms. A
frigid tyrant who despises him, she’s sworn to make his life a nightmare. Worse, he’s in love with her enemy twin Jennifer, an inveterate
renegade as obsessed by jealousy as her lust for adventure. Too feckless to escape his marital fate, Josh makes the mistake of begging
deadly Jen to save their relationship. Deprivation and domination will doubtless rule any union with Julia. So Jen determines to turn such
burdens to virtues. Maneuvering the newlyweds into a wife-led relationship is key to her lethal scheme for ending the tormenting of her
repressed identical. A party to sororicide or not, more than just Josh’s autonomy is lost in the process. Through struggles moral to mortal, his
jaded-playboy identity, even his very masculinity may be sacrificed as collateral damage.
A lonely woman, disappointed by love, lives by the sea with her dog. She learns to be happy again when the right man comes along.
What do you do when life moves on and leaves you behind? Tessa had everything her heart desired—an incredible husband, a beautiful son,
and the perfect life. She was living her happily-ever-after, and everything was as it should be, until the love of her life was ripped away from
her. Now, she’s simply existing, trying to figure out how to navigate through life without her husband, doing all she can to keep his memory
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alive while raising their son. When things literally start falling apart all around her, Tessa has to choose whether she will accept the help being
offered and possibly learn to love again. Jake’s dream of making the Army his career was destroyed after being injured while deployed,
leaving him in his own personal hell. After years of recovery, he still deals with the emotional pain but has finally managed to piece his life
back together. While he is satisfied and happy, he wonders if there might be someone out there who could love him, broken and imperfect.
When Tessa enters his life and turns it upside down, can he tempt her to fall in love with him and find their new forever together?
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